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)aratus; Affs Elect Representatives Conrad Attacks Open Admissions Plan
id stan- By LOUIS RIVERA lacies inherrent in the presently ondary school level must be re. · For Student=Fac Committee (Chairman, Economics) and act- mula." Conrad stressed the im- of the entire City University, He

Professor A l f r e d Conrad proposed Open Adinissions "for- flected in the entering classes

By MING MAR ing-President Joseph Copeland portance of four points. First, he charged that the present plan
Candidates are now submit- able to effect the change of en- discussed the effects of Open asked "Where do the new stu- will only gear the two-track sys.

NS ling to the Mechanical Engin- gineering electives from 15 cre- Admissions yesterday in the dents go? Are they going to be tem which has excluded Third
cering Student-Faculty Commit- dits to 20 credits (effective Sep- Finley Grand Ballroom before isolated in some loft away from World high school students from
tee their intentions to run for tember 1970) even though the a body of about 500 students and the main campus?" Second, hjgher education to the college
the two student seats vacant this only power of the Student-Fac- faculty. President Copeland's "How can students similar in level. He added that these stu-

OU term. New representatives will ulty Committee is to call meet- remarks were riddled by heck- needs to SEEK students, attend dents will be directed to career
: be elected in March. ings. lers from the audience. full-time with no financial as- programs in the two-year col-

The three year old Student- Requirements for candidacy Copeland's three-minute ad- sistance? There are those who leges and not to the academic

Faculty Committee is a depart- in a M.E. degree objective and dress pointed out that City Col- cannot lie at home. There are of the four-year institution, He

mental equivalent of the School ability to serve for two semes- lege was expanding its physical- those who have families of their emphasized that the "tracking

  of Engineering Student-Faculty ters. The terms of office are ity in its attempt to meet the own to support. There are those system is such that whites will

Committee. Their function is staggered so that every term at incoming freshman class through who do live at home and have go to the four-year colleges

1 , providing a line of communica- least two students on the Com- Open Admissions. He asked the to contribute to family support." while Blacks and Puerto Ricans

tions between the students and mittee have experience in its student body to' sacrifice for the Third, "What are the plans for will go to community colleges."
. 1 he faculty. Prof. Steinhauser, functions.

hai'dships of possible overcrowd- remediation? How will the new Mr. Ponte, presently a student

Mechanical Engineering Depart- edness in the College for the faculty be chosen?" and last, at Manhattan Community Col-
The Committee consists of sake of the large number of stu- "Will the space now being rent- lege, elaborated on his charge

mental Chairman and member four student members and three dents expected in the fall. He ed, be '1'eady? If not, then who "lies" embedded in the so.called' of the M.E. Student-Faculty faculty members. Either grouP stated that he was in favor of will be left out - SEEK, Open of racism by pointing out the
committee, said that students may call for the baseinent con- the present plan and that with Admission, or regular white career programs.' 'He said thatare reluctant to break through ference room meetings. Recent due patience from the student middle class students?" the "remedial programs and
"unbreakable doors" to speak meeting agendas have included body as well as a substantial Carlos Ponte, a Young Lord, non-academic courses being
with the department chairmen proposals of curriculum changes budget allocation, Open Admis- began his revelation by remind- taught to Black and Puerto Ric.,and thal the Conimittee pro- and complaints of the lack of sions would become a successful ing everyone that Open Admis- an students at the junior college4 rides the mechanism for stu- study hall facilities. reality. sions became the issue it is be- level are primarily geared tow•dents and. faculty to air their
gripes. Two candidates have already Contradicting this, Prof. Con- cause of last Spring's takeover ard turning out social workers,"

listed their names on the M,E. rad raised serious questions di- of the South Campus by Black He also asserted that counselors
Last year the Committee was

asserted that Open Admissions career programs where jobs de
bulletin board. .rected toward exposing the fal- and Puerto Rican students. He are "pushing our people into

k '   -briginally -meant that the pro- not ekist, instead of the aca-

.

Counseling An Open Letter Rican graduates from the sec- middle class students receive.»
portions of Black and Puerto demic transit program white

Center Fights To Dean Spring Senate Freezes Campus FundsAgainst Drugs Dear Sir: By JOHN BOHN

' By TOM McDONALD - The Student Senate has made form a contract with said pub<
In part of an article in the latest issue of Tech News, public that The Campus has lication.

In the wake of the increased Prof. Cordingley was accused by a group of black archilec- been suspended from publica- The second point made was
use and abuse of drugs by the ture students, of giving a black student, Marcus Malloy, a tion for a period of at least one that Campus printed illegally, or
campus community, a new and grade of F in his design class 112V2 because of his alleged week due to certain alleged ir- more specifically, that the pa-regularities in their publishing per printed when their thirdvital organization began opera- racial attitude towards Mr. Malloy. procedures.
lions this past Wednesday. The bid was not in. It is alleged that

Those who accused Prof. Cordingley of bigotry claimed They were originally inform- the editors were informed by
Drug Information and Counsel- that he was "rnotivated by 'racist attitudes:" This is an in- ed of the suspension in a letter Dr. Meisel to suspend publica-
ing Center, located in room 410 sulting attack on Prof. Cordingley's judgment as a teacher sent to them last Tuesday eve- tion until a proper third bid was
Finley Student Center is an or- and on his integrity. Their only argument for this claim is ecutives of the Senate, a letter one from Rally.

ning by Dr. Meisel and the ex- entered to replace the illegal
ganization to which anyone who that they feel that their judgment of Mr. Malloy's work is which presented the reasons for
has a drug problem can go for more valid than that of Prof. Cordingley. An implication of the cessation of Student Senate Third, they were charged

help and information. The cen- this claim is that the failure of a black student constitutes financial support. The letter also with printing without the au-
ter is run by Dr. Breitmen, a stated that suspension of publi- thorization of the Senate. They

an act of bigotry.
clinical psychologist, and is part cation was effective until at were allotted $600 by the school

of the College's Counseling and We, who were in this design class with Mr. Malloy, find least March 9. At a meeting of to print during the interim per-
Testing Division. The focus of this clairn against Prof. Cordingley to be unquestionably the Senate last evening, how- iod before the Senate could
the Center is to alert the stu- false since we can find no evidence whatsoever to support ever, the suspension was set at meet and make the allocation of 1

i dent to the content and effects it. Here, it should also be mentioned that three white stu- one week. funds for all the papers for the

Dr. Meisel could not be rest of the semester. The last
of the drugs that are being used. dents failed, and the other black student.in the class was reached for comment, but Barry charge reiterates the aforemen-
Through discussion, the Center
also hopes to make the student passed. Helprin, Treasurer of the Sen. tioned in that it questions the
understand why he has turned Furthermore, we were shocked to read that you, Dean ate was available. He presented validity of Campus' printing
to drugs. In the case of a serious Spring, Said that you would have worked more closely with a copy of the forementioned let-

two issues during the week of

ter, which was addressed to Da. 22 of February. Helprin stated
drug problem the Center can Mr. Malloy in his design work if you were his instructor.
get the user in contact with one vid Seifman, Editor-in-Chief of that for a paper to publish two

of the various rehabilitation The implication of this is that Prof. Cordingley had neglect- The Campus, and then he ex- editions in one week, they must
centers such as the Phoenix or ed to spend sufficient time working with Mr. Malloy. The panded upon the four points. have the permission of the Sen-

Odyssey Houses. The counseling truth of the matter is that this was an unfairly large class The first charged alleged that ate,

given will be individual and of twenty-three students with eight contract hours per week. Campus entered false informa- Helprin also stated that he

confidential, but in the future This, alone, would make it difficult for any instructor to tion concerning their printer's did not know who would pay for
the Center hopes to have group spend an adequate amount of time with any individual stu- seems that Rally Press, Campus' meeting last Wednesday it was

bids for the present semester. It the illegal issues, and in the

discussions featuring ex-ad-
dicts and representatives froin dent. Furthermore,·constant interruptions by numerous and „No Bid" bid, does not print confrmed that except for the

various drug rehabilitation cen- lengthy committee meetings, and guest lectures, which you newspapers, and thereby, a bid last issue, which must be paid
ters. The Center will be open urged students to attend and which you scheduled during from that company is illegal ac- wholly through revenues raised

afternoons Tuesday through design hours, made it almost impossible for Prof. Cordingley
cording to Senate by-laws. Ac- in advertising, the costs of all

Fridays, and also Wednesday cording to Helprin, this leaves other issues involved will be

mornings, In hoping thal stu- to spend hardly any time with any student. the Senate no choice but to subtracted from the allotment

dents.will take advantage of the Lastly, we found no evidence in the article that Prof. suspend Campus' funds. A "No- for this semester. Also, Campus'
facilities, the Center stresses Cordingley was given an opportunity to answer these absurd Bid" is a legitimate entry, mean- charter has not been lifted, so it

that there will be no names tak- charges. We find this both shocking and embarrasing. ing that· the bidding company is possible for them to publish
en, no records kept, and most can print the paper, but because on their accord using their own
importantly, no police around. Class of Prof. Cordingley of lack of time or space will not funds,'
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AReflection,AnOpinionI Classified MECHANICAL ENOINEERS -
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- Norden

gi

The decline of student involvement in extra.curricular activi. Yours always: N. Deborah luillhe on  gimpu  ir
lies is largely due to apathy. Membership in many student organi-

NEED A HOUSE FOR A NIGHT?
zations has dropped greatly. Last Wednesday evening at the Siu. CALL STU, BU 2-2144    is
dent Senate meeting, a proposal was made to hand the control of al
the Finley Student Center over to the students. This from an or- ZEKE SAYS - ''   ' Graduating Electrical Engineers and Mechanl-

Gordy can't hold his liquor and I . - - cal Engineers are invited to discuss career op. ti
ganization which has trouble even obtaining a quorum. Bohn's can't hold my water. portunities in research, design, development w

article tries to evoke emotion either towards the article or against it. . and manufacturing in areas such as:. IL
- ed. Mr. Wagner, 2-7 Airborne Radar Systems / Pilot Display Systems slThere ain't no such thing as a free

lunch. 4 - / Ground Support Equipment / Advanced Com- tl

By JOHN BOHN Quarlo puter Techniques / Advanced Electromechani:
cal Design Techniques / Optical Devices, 0

It appears that our esteemed student body here at City Soraida Rivera and Joel Muhlbauer are - Norden's location in Norwalk, Connecticut is h

College has again fallen into what might be described as both trying to find their other half. easily accessible to the entire New York metro. ti

mid-winter lethargy. We have, for the most part, tidily for- Soraida and Joel have type AB negative politan area.
blood. For convenient appointment, please make ar.

gotten last year's strike and the five Demands, leaving the Out of two hundred people, one person rangements in advBnce through your Placement

mechanics of open admissions to political hacks in the
Soraida and Joel are now one. a U  ited

has type AB negative blood. 3 Office.

(Continued o» Page 3) painting is 99% psychological. 7 Norden .Ivi' ..4 .'

Oilers and wipers: Aircraft
- Join TECH NEWS!TECH NEWS Thurs., March Sth-Finley Ballroom

An Equal Opportunity Employer (M&11 a
"Last Night We Attacked" 12-2 PM

0

t

Study Hebrew Every Wednesday 8
11-12 & 2-3 at Finley 420

ROOM 337 FINLEY STUDENT CENTER
t

THE CITY COLLEGE Beautifully embroidered peasant
blouses: $15-$25

NEW YORK 10031 Do-it-yourself kit: $12.50
ADirondack 4.6500 Call NE 4-8026 or NE 4-2044 THE

editor.In-chief / MING MAR

managing editor / PAUL B. SIMMS The Mail PHY. ED. MAJOR
business manager / H. REX LINDSLEY SAIDTo the Editor:

associate edi*or / MICHAEL MARKOVITZ

 :CX The article by Louis Rivera 1
north campus news editor / IVAN VOYTICZKI reborting my meeting with a JOCULARLY:j

contributing editors / JONATHAN BRAUN way that gives a false impres-

group of Black Students in
south campus news editor / LOUIS R. RIVERA Architecture was written in a

f°©02,6* sion of what was said at the <
ZVI LOWENTHAL meeting. '01

STAFF / asmathashe, morris bayer, s*eve beren. mike berlin, ioudon A series of quotations spoken
ford. raymond frost, 100 maas, ernest marshall, sam nance, bob at the meeting in different con- •
schwartz, mirta vidal, eric while. texts were strung together to

make it appear that I had sug- ,
FACULTY ADVISOR / harry soodak. gested a particular teacher in , · ·  , '.*

this school held racist attitudes. , .6 '. - '

All unsigned articles remain the responsibility of TECH NEWS;
all other views and opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those Anyone who listens to the full

of TECH NEWS, and are solely the responsibility of their authors. transcript of our discussion
would realize that I most cer-
tainly did not say anything like

r Elimitmig BitmttlES-7 Also, certain key statements I
this.

made concerning the case of Mr.
Malloy were omitted. I did say
that I also reviewed his work
and judged that it probably was
not passing work at his level in

EllaSCO Will dents (who are not Black) also

design. I also explained that Mr.
Malloy was not singled out as a
failing student. Two other stu-

received failing grades for the

InlervlowMliamDils the second year level in our

same design problem. In addi-
tion, I explained that Mr. Mal-
loy, who has been at City Col-
lege for ten years now, and is at

program, did not receive proper
counseling and should not have

Thursday, March 12,1970 been in the class in the first
place. His record shows that he
did not take one of the prere-
quisites for the course which he
failed. Since this background

It's find out time! Time foryou to find out the role was omitted from the article, it  ;'  

you might play in the company that has designed was inevitable that a completely

or constructed over 8 billion dollars of fossil fuel, erroneous impression of the case ,

hydroelectric and nuclear plants. was given to the reader. 4
A further distortion of what

There's never been a more exciting time to join was actually said appeared in

Ebasco. Forecasts call for electrical power the statement concerning the MILLER
systems three times the size of our present

transfer of faculty to the School
of Engineering. To begin with, I

national systems. As an engineer at Ebasco, ain not personally r*sponsible MAKES IT RIGHT!
you'll be in the forefront of this activity. Ebasco for the transfer. It is being made
engineers always have been. by the Board of Higher Educa- .0.91**:.

tion upon recommendation by
See your Placement Director soon to arrange a SEND USthe Dean of Engineering, the . ' .''

YOUR
Q&A session with the Ebasco representative on Dean of Architecture and the 4 .*fAD-VERBIAL .>9 .2.3 .: 2.b.
the above date. If this is not convenient, writelo President. The faculty members

College Relations Coordinator, Department 122, concerned were consulted and
PUNS ABOUT
COLLEGE

Ebasco Services Incorporated, Two Rector agreed to the transfer. :' .
MAJORS. IF

Street, New York, New York 10006. An Equal The capability of these faculty PUBLISHED, --.-I--.1--I-

Opportunity Employer. members to teach architecture {, S '="i'-
WE'LL SEND -u<-I

was never in question as is sug- YOU A
gested by the wording of Mr. =Ma

REFRESHING
Rivera's article. None of the REWARD. 4

EBASCO teaching architecture. All of COLLEGE BOX 482
teachers in question has been

-1
© MILLER BREW. CO.

them have been teaching En- MILW., WIS. 53201

(Continited, 01; Page 3 )
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n Mail··. Our Confrontation Lost
(Continited from Page 2)

gineering and Graphics courses (Continited from Page 2) Man' had brought about this fight - yeah, Mario and his
in a most capable manner.

The latter part of the article B.H.E. and in City Hall. But I find myself somewhat torn
pals - hacks seeking office. They were playing with our -
lives! Well, I tried to stop the fighting and I stopped a club

is, in contrast to the headline every time I try to forget those days, mainly because it was instead, and I wound up the day in Knickerbocker Hospital.
and beginning paragraphs, rela- that strike which helped open my mind to what the Black But I realized something in that fight. I realized my own
tively accurate and straight-for- and Puerto Rican students had to say.
ward. I can only hope that it lack of conscience; that I and so many others, had supported
was the lack of experience and you see, I was clubbed at the South gate during the the strike with lip service, and then expected a gracious
skill on the part of the reporter so-called "race-riot," so my memories are obviously vivid, applause in return. I saw the manipulation of lives by city
that lies behind a story* which but wliat really happened tome goes deeper and calls for bosses (after all, wasn't I one of Mario's seven pet campaign
converts a most constructive and
hopeful meeting into a sensa- an explanation of my feelings. I had been chased off campus issues, even after he had re-opened the school and caused

tional and divisive event. that morning by a rather large Black cat weilding a golf the fight).
Sincerely yours, club, and I was damned mad at having to run like a dog

Bernard P. Spring with his tail between his legs. All along, the strike had Above all, I saw that the B.P.R.S.C. were right and
Dean seemed, really, the only recourse for the B.P.R.S.C., and I

determined. That the very future of good education in this
* city depended on what they accomplished with the strike,

18 February 1970 had, to some degree, actively supported it. Now, my pride that the future generations of their brothers and sisterli
To the Editor: was hurt and I really wanted to lash out in retaliation for depended on their success. I figured that maybe we whites

Dean Bernard P. Spring "re- this "spit in the face." should stop worrying about our education of books, and
acted" to the students who came
quietly to discuss, among other Well, we (the white students) broke back inside the maybe start worrying about our education as men. Funny,
things, a charge of racism gates, and ran through the campus to the South Gate near I knew a lot of counter-strikers, and I'll be damned if half
against one of the Professors of Wagner. Three 'sisters' were going over the fence, and we of them had gone to class in a month before the strike. I mean
the Architectural staff. It is un- told them to watch out for the spikes, and that we'd better who were they fooling? Who were any of us fooling?
ethical for Dean Spring to judge open the gate for thern. One climbed over, though, and ran
a situation before he had heard No, I didn't dig the violence of the confrontation, nop
both sides. It was particularly down the terrace to 127th st. believing that we were beating could I hack the pain in my head for the next three weeks,
improper that he allowed his the other two up. This set the fire to the fuse, and soon, about but what has happened has happened, and the past can
statement to be quoted without thirty strikers appeared with clubs and -white cats began
the professor involved being to arm themselves with tree branches and rocks. Blacks dictate the future. Is it too much for us to break out of this

notified of the charges. Further- came over the top, and of the two hundred or so whites, all
comatose state and attempt to see some justice done?

more, Dean Spring, allowing his
statements to be quoted, has the but forty scattered. Fights began to spread like fire, and The B.H.E.'s present plan on open admissions offers the

effects of having a man tried and me - I just stood there and shook with rage and fear. program on an experimental basis subject to cancellation

convicted in the press without in the event of failure. Yet it admits all graduating High
a fair hearing on the issues. School seniors without any sort of provision for pre-collegeThat's when it began - you see, I looked at the faces

Dean Spring's addition that "the of these determined Black men, and I saw that they knew
committee looking into the they were right, that there was no other action to take, that or pre-Baccaulaureate training. Thus, as this college admits

- high school seniors of questionable skills, are thrown into
second, third, and fourth year Whitey was trying to blow this whole plan sky-high and the pit. Unless some miracle takes place, these kids will
courses was presenting a barrier thus ruin the future for their Harlem U. And the white faces? fail and the program will be labeled a bust. "Well, that's that;to progress" is comical. The
three weeks .old committee Most showed just as much determination; just as much · those damned radicals will shut up for a while." Keep iTi
which has been able to meet purpose. These guys were affronted, and the strike was mak- mind, though, that this is presently the favored plan, and
only once, due to the holiday on ing them blow their cool; after all, what more do they want, that some other version may take its place, and so on and
Feb. 12, has not had time to get anywdy? so on, all of this with the deadline just seven mont4s away!
beyond the organizational stage.

Olga M. Rivera-Gomez ' Yet both sides were really fighting for. nothing! 'The , (Continited on Page 4)

OPEN RUSH PARTY
BID INTERVIEWS

TL  FRATERNITY

AEPnt SORORITY

REFRESHMENTS - DANCING
FRIDAY NIGHT

336 CONVENT AVENUE
CORNER 144th STREET
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Notices Our Confrontation Gain
(Co,iti,11(cti from Page 3) either - we don't have it to lose. After all, any college tliat

'1'liere will be a trit, to Gritin. If tlie Universities past record on programs is any indication, completely excludes itself from it's surroundings and keeps
miin Corporation's Lunar Mod-
ule facilities on Api·il 1, 1970, the final plan may be done in a half-shod, questionable man- it's student body openly apathetic to it's curriculum is far

Deadline for applications will be ner, either for lack of funds, lack of time, or both.
from excellent.

on March 12, 1970, This eat·ly So what's left? Do the Black and Puerto Rican students Open admissions could only help stem iliis mounting
date is needed to establish sccur- make their move again, do the White students cry "OPEN. apathy, and it would pull us out of the walls and into the
ity clearatice. There is only one IT-UP" again? Do we claw at each otlier's throats again? community. Get off the white flasco; quit your own particular
bus for transi,ortation and siu- Do we let ourselves be manipulated by the racist powers, ego trips and get together for a change. Forget your wheels,
dents who subinit. their names
and go out iliere by car or by or do the white students of City College stop thinking about Your bread, your engineering lethargy. Let go of the crap
train Will be permitted on the thernselves and their own sheltered little worlds and start and give your hand to the people - now's the time for your
tour. thinking about the people out there who are living with indifference to end!

rats and screaming for heat and hot water? Is it too much
A trip lo IBM is planned for

Saturday, February 28, 1970 at to believe that maybe the kids out in this very real world
2 P.M. Students will be taught might want an education, and that this institution was

CIVIL ENGINEERING

the use of the conU,uter and then created for the poor people of New York so that they could SENIORSI
let loose for three hours to do gain an education of the highest degree. YOUR FUTURE CAN BE IN TRANSPORTATION
ilieir lioinework or whatever on Stop worrying about your own selfish whims and new Our expanding transportation engineering

flci too'11;S;t'l"jlctPwtoli:I cars and start thinking about cold and hunger, herion and
program includes an annual 1/2 billion dollars in

highway construction.
not taken now will go on sub- pushers numbing your mind, or about politicians using cops No Exam - Tuition refunds for Graduate Study.
sequeitt trips. to "keep yoU in your place." Maybe I'm the biggest dreamer See our recruiter on Friday, March 13, 1970. Visit your

that ever lived, but I'll be damned if I don't really think it Placement Offco NOW for brochures and SIGN UP to hear
TI e Ist'aeli Student Club will can happen. All we need to do is to stop forgetting the true the full story, or write to:

have an important meeting this face of our racist society which turns man on man, and plays Personnel Bureau
Thursday iti S205 at 12:00.

on ones fears to foster a political victory and new births of NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
State Campus Building 5, Albany, New York 12226

The City College Ski Club racism. Don't worry about loss of educational excellence
will nieet in Finley 307 froin
12-2 on Thursday, Feb. 26. Fill-
kire ski trips will be discussed,

Society for Environniental
Salvage meets Friday at 1 P.M,

  1   0    Speal(et·: Peter Kahn 0(5oti "Defoliants and the Ecology

CCNY's Music Department ,
presents three concerts: One on
Thursday, Mardi 5 at 12:30 in
the Music Studio, 133rd St. and 4
Convent Ave.; one on Friday, *'*t, t
March 6 at 8:30 P.M. in the
Graduate Center, 33 W. 42nd St.;
and one on Sunday, March 8 at ,

3 P.M. in the' Museum of the 4 c
City of New York, Fifth Ave.
between 103rd and 104th Street.

UNIQUE
TIE-DIE T-SHIRTS

$4.50 . I.

SEX 1 1 m F/ 1
, SIZE S 13 Ni m L 0 0 3 R 44*

1, 2, or 3 COLOR CONIBINATIONS
,, purple 13 blue (3 reel El

gree[1   yellow j

Crish, Clieck, Money Order to:
V

DORIT RIEMER
213 Bennett Ave., N.Y. 10040
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35% , At United Nuclear,
t . ..; 1C-<  . ] eureka is an oft-heard word.

Because we're working on the frontiers of a burgeoning new industry,
every Jask we assign you includes the challenge of the unknown. And

Efitisce©t©<i .every solution has the thrill of discovery. OUR REPRESENTATIVE

gLicue 9*%06<e„+ We have no treadmill jobs, no ruts. United Nuclear is exploring WILL BE ON CAMPUS
uncharted areas in mining, nianufacturing, fuel management and
research... the only totally nuclear company in the industry.We've got a little See your placement

solution that's big At United Nuclear, you'll discover projects that never existed be- office now to
fore. And advancement opportunities that don't exist anywhere else.enough to handle it... arrange an interview.

Here's a thought to weigh in your morning bath: Archimedes said,

MY "Give me a place to stand and I'll move the world." Give us a call; we
can give you the place.

}Iygienic Deodorant Spray
for the outer vaginal area
...refreshing...gentle... ung UNITED nUCLEAR CORPORATION
Also ina cleailsing toivelette. Grasslands Road, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523 (914) 592.9000• An Equal Opportunity Employer


